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Ultrasound- Physics

 Ultrasound- Cross sectional imaging 

based on physical principles of sound 

waves

 Different from electromagnetic waves

 Electromagnetic waves can travel in a 
vacuum

 Ultrasound requires a medium
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The Piezoelectric Crystal

 Wave production

 Electric voltage applied to a crystal

 Electricity converted to mechanical 

energy which oscillates the crystal 

 Oscillating crystal generates an 

ultrasound wave that goes into the 
body

 Reflected sound waves hit the crystal 
causing it to vibrate 

 Vibration generates electrical current 
which is amplified and converted into 

the image display https://ecgwaves.com

Piezoelectric Crystal (cont.)

 Acts as both transmitter and receiver

 NOT at the same time

 Sending echoes: 1% of the time

 Receiving echoes: 99% of the time

Interaction of ultrasound waves 
with tissues 

 Transmission

 Reflection

 Refraction

 Diffraction

 Attenuation

 Scatter

 Absorption
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Acoustic impedance

 Resistance of propagation of ultrasound waves in tissues

 Depends on:

 Density of tissue

 Speed of sound in the tissue

 Each tissue type has a specific acoustic impedance

 The proportion of sound waves that is transmitted or reflected at an 

interface depends on the DIFFERENCE in acoustic impedance of the 

two tissues

Velocity of sound waves 
in various tissues

Tissue Velocity(m/s) Density

Fat 1470 0.97

Muscle 1568 1.04

Liver 1570 1.05

Spleen 1565 1.06

Kidneys 1560 1.03

Water 1492 0.998

Compact
bone

3600 1.7

Air 331 0.0013

 The ultrasound machine assumes that 

the ultrasound waves travel at one 

speed

 1540 m/s

 Time until the sound is reflected back 

to the transducer can be converted 
into distance

Transmission

 Continuation of the ultrasound 

wave through the tissues.

 Minimal to no interaction with 

tissue

 Lack of attenuation
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Reflection

 Large proportion of sound wave is 

reflected.

 Due to large differences in 

acoustic impedance at specific 

interfaces

 Gas to soft tissue

 Soft tissue to bone

 Gas to bone

Refraction

 Difference between initial angle of 

ultrasound wave and angle after 

passing through a tissue

 Occurs when passing through two 

tissues of different velocities

 Frequency of sound wave stays the 

same, wavelength changes, causing 

ultrasound beam to deviate

 Can create artifactual information

Diffraction

 A change in the direction of the 

sound waves as they pass through 

an aperture or around a barrier

 Longer wavelength, more 

diffraction

 Shorter wavelength, less diffraction
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Attenuation

 Attenuation = loss of energy. Occurs 

due to 

 Scatter

 Due to reflection or refraction

 Absorption

 Conversion to heat

Ultrasound display

 A-mode

 Amplitude modulation

 Early ultrasound

 Ultrasound wave depicted as a peak

 B-mode

 Brightness mode

 Intensity of returning echo converted 
into greyscale information for each 
sound wave

 M-mode

 Motion mode

 Displays moving structures over time 
through moving anatomy

Ultrasound Image Resolution

 Spatial resolution- the ability to tell two 

objects that are close together as two 

separate objects.

 Axial resolution- along the direction of 
the ultrasound beam

 Better with higher frequency transducers

 Lateral resolution- Perpendicular to the 
ultrasound beam.

 Determined by beam width

 Depth dependent- Better where near 
field meets far field

https://radiologykey.com
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Focal zone

 Best lateral resolution

 Where bean diameter is 

approximately equal to half of 

the transducer diameter.

Artifacts

 Artifact: Any alteration in the 

image which does not 

represent an accurate 

depiction of a structure or does 

not represent any structure.

 Common causes

 Ultrasound/matter interaction

 Technical errors

https://okean.rs/artifacts-in-ultrasonography

Ultrasound machine assumptions

1. Ultrasound waves travel only in 

straight lines

2. Ultrasound waves travel at a 

constant speed in all tissues

3. Attenuation of the ultrasound 

waves is constant
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Distal acoustic enhancement

 Aka “through transmission”

 Cause: 

 Lack of attenuation when sound 
wave travels through fluid.

 Effect: 

 Bright region distal to fluid filled 

structure

Distal acoustic shadowing

 Cause: 

 Complete reflection or 
attenuation of the sound wave 

at a highly reflective surface.

 Effect: 

 Lack of echoes distal to the 

highly reflective surface

 Can be produced by

 Bone

 Gas

 Calculi

Reverberation Artifact

 AKA “comet tail”

 Cause: A sound wave bouncing back 

and forth between two interfaces

 Can be:

 Two tissue types within the patient

 Between the transducer and the tissue

 Effect: 

 A series of parallel lines deep to the 
interface which creates them.
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Mirror Image Artifact

 Cause: 

 Sound wave bounces off of 
highly reflective obliquely 

oriented surface

 Sound wave hits object in the 

new path

 Machine assumes straight line

 Effect:

 Artifactual information deep to 
the highly reflective surface.

 Do not mistake for a lesion!

Edge Shadow Artifact

 Cause:

 Sound beams refract and diverge along the 
edge of a structure, particularly a structure 

with curved edges.

 Effect:

 Dark lines extending from the edges of a 

rounded structure (usually cystic)

Side lobe artifact

 Cause:

 Expansion of the piezoelectric elements 
perpendicular to the main beam

 Effect:

 “pseudosludge” in the urinary bladder or 
gallbladder

 The fix:

 Image at multiple angles
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Transducers

 Frequency

 Multi-frequency aka broadband

 Can produce multiple different 

frequencies

 Array

 Linear

 Curved

 Phased
https://radiologykey.com/basics-of-ultrasound/

Effect of frequency on 
image quality

 Low frequency transducers

 Pro: Better tissue penetration

 Con: Decreased resolution

 High frequency transducers

 Pros: 

 Superior resolution

 Longer near field

 Cons: Decreased tissue penetration

Linear array transducer

 Rectangle face

 Rectangular display

 Uniform lateral resolution
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Curved array transducer

 AKA slightly curved linear

 Wider field of view in far field

 Lateral resolution decreases in far field

Phased array transducer

 Great for cardiac imaging

 Small footprint/point of contact

 Widening field of view deeper

 Reduced lateral resolution 

deeper

General probes for small animal 
ultrasound

 Microconvex

 ~4-9 MHz

 Great probe for 90% of small animal imaging

 Convex

 ~1-8 MHz

 Great for large/giant breeds

 Limited resolution

 Linear

 Great for gastrointestinal tract and 
musculoskeletal imaging

 4-13 MHz
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What about EXTRA large dogs?

 When to order CT over Ultrasound

 CT vs. Ultrasound in sedated dogs

 Body weight <25kg- No significant difference 

between utility of CT and ultrasound

 Body weight >25kg- CT is superior to abdominal 

ultrasound (p = 0.0001)

Knobology

 Depth

 Focus

 Gain

Depth

 Increased depth aka “zoom 

out”

 To include deeper tissues

 Include global view of entire 

organ

 Decreased depth aka “zoom 

in”

 Fill your screen!

 Everything after the liver should 

have decreased depth.
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Focus

 Site of best resolution

 Should be at or slightly deep to the 

region of interest

 If too shallow, the far field has poor 
resolution.

 For organs filling the field of view (ex: 

liver), place in the far field

https://www.intechopen.com

Gain/TGC

 Gain control

 Regulates amplification of 
returning echoes

 Time Gain Compensation

 Auto TGC

https://www.vettimes.co.uk

Putting it all together

 Use the most shallow depth possible

 Use gain to compensate for loss of power

 Choose the highest frequency transducer that you can

FrequencyGainDepth
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Machine and probe care

 Clean the air filters!

 Avoid spilling on the control panel

 Clean probes between every 

patient and at the end of the day

 Avoid alcohol?

Suggested reading

 Nyland and Mattoon

 BSAVA

 Penninck
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Questions?


